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Abstract

A new wideband bandstop filter (BSF) with a sharp roll-off characteristic is introduced in a stripline structure in this paper. The BSF consists of two sections: the first is two capacitively coupled $\lambda/4$ short-circuited lines with opposite ground positions, while the second is a capacitively coupled $\lambda/4$ short-circuited line. The BSF provides three transmission zeros within the stopband and better than 22 dB rejection over the whole wireless local area network (WLAN) band from 5.15 to 5.825 GHz. The BSF, cascaded to an U.S. ultra-wideband (UWB: 3.1 ~ 10.6 GHz) bandpass filter (BPF), is simulated with HFSS and realized with low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) green tape with a dielectric constant of 7.8. The measurement results agree well with the HFSS simulation results. The size of the UWB BPF including the BSF is $3\times6.3\times0.45$ mm$^3$.
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I. Introduction

Bandstop filters (BSFs) have provided solutions to prevent RF and microwave circuits and systems from unwanted signals. Thus, a number of studies on BSFs have been published to the present time$^{[1]-[10]}$. All of the referenced works have used basically uniplanar structures adopting stubs, side coupled lines, and some combination of these two types. Conventional BSFs were designed by using low-pass prototypes with proper frequency transformation$^{[11][12]}$. However, the problem of fabricating high impedance lines for the connecting lines of open stubs was an inherent difficulty$^{[3][4]}$. Hence, several methods were developed to overcome this problem$^{[5]-[10]}$. In [5], a wideband BSF with two open-stubs and air bridges was designed with a coplanar waveguide structure, but selectivity was a problem. Ref. [6] presented the design of a wideband BSF using a single open stub and a coupled line. However, the higher passband of the filter deteriorated with loss. A BSF based on a side coupling structure was published; this was geared toward suppressing interference in ultra-wideband (UWB) applications$^{[7]}$. This work, however, showed very narrow band responses. In [8], a signal interference technique was adopted to design a wideband BSF. The filter had good selectivity, but exhibited only 10 dB return loss at two pass bands. In 2008, two sharp rejection wideband BSFs were developed$^{[9][10]}$, here, a BSF based on a loop resonator and three open stubs showed very high selectivity, but high impedance lines were required$^{[9]}$. In [10], two parallel coupled microstrip line sections in a shunt connection were introduced to design a compact wideband BSF. The measurement results showed good characteristics.

In this paper, a new BSF structure based on capacitively coupled $\lambda/4$ short-circuited lines is introduced for UWB applications in the U.S. We utilize low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technology to realize a wideband BSF with 3 dB cutoff frequencies at 4.8 and 6.1 GHz. The BSF has been designed to block the signals at wireless local area network (WLAN) frequencies from 5.15 to 5.825 GHz. Then, the WLAN BSF struc-
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ture is cascaded to a U.S. UWB bandpass filter (BPF) based on capacitively coupled double T resonators\(^{[10]}\). In Section II, an analysis and the design theory for the proposed BSF are presented. For verification, the WLAN BSF structure included in the UWB BPF is simulated with HFSS and realized with LTCC green tape with a dielectric constant of 7.8 in Section III. In this section, the measurement and HFSS simulation results are compared.

II. Analysis and Design Theory

The proposed BSF structure is shown in Fig. 1. The structure has two sections. The first one, in Fig. 1(a), consists of the main line and two capacitively coupled \(\lambda/4\) short-circuited lines, one above and the other below the main line; here, \(Z_{ee}, Z_{oo},\) and \(Z_{eo}\) are the mode impedances with respect to EE-mode, OE-mode, and OO-mode, as discussed in [12]. The second section, in Fig. 1(b), comprises the main line with a capacitively coupled \(\lambda/4\) short-circuited line, where \(Z_{e11}\) and \(Z_{o11}\) are the even and odd mode characteristic impedances of the second coupled line. The positions of the ground points for the two coupled short-circuited \(\lambda/4\) lines in the first section should be in opposite directions.

2-1 The Two Capacitively Coupled \(\lambda/4\) Lines in the First Section

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the relationship of the port voltages and currents for the three-line structure can be expressed by:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
V_1 \\
V_a \\
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
Z_{ee} & 0 \\
0 & Z_{oo} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
I_1 \\
I_a \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \([V]\) and \([I]\) are 6×1 column matrices and \([Z_{ee-o}]\) is the 6×6 impedance matrix, which can be obtained in terms of the normal modes of the coupled three-line structure as in [12] and [13].

The two capacitively coupled \(\lambda/4\) lines with the main line in Fig. 2(b) can be treated as a two-port network from the expression for the six-port network in Fig. 2(a), with the following conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 & = V_4 = 0 \\
I_5 & = I_b = 0 \\
I_1 & = I_2 \\
I_a & = I_5 \\
V_5 & = V_2 \\
V_a & = V_5 \\
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2-7)

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 &= V_4 = 0 \\
I_5 &= I_b = 0 \\
I_1 &= I_2 \\
I_a &= I_5 \\
V_5 &= V_2 \\
V_a &= V_5 \\
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2-7)

\[
\begin{align*}
S_{11}^d &= \frac{2Z_{e11}Z_{a11}}{(Z_{11}^e + Z_o)(Z_{22}^o + Z_0) - Z_{11}^e Z_{22}^o} \\
S_{12}^d &= \frac{2Z_{e11}Z_{b11}}{(Z_{11}^e + Z_o)(Z_{22}^o + Z_0) - Z_{11}^e Z_{22}^o} \\
S_{21}^d &= \frac{2Z_{o11}Z_{a11}}{(Z_{11}^e + Z_o)(Z_{22}^o + Z_0) - Z_{11}^e Z_{22}^o} \\
S_{22}^d &= \frac{2Z_{o11}Z_{b11}}{(Z_{11}^e + Z_o)(Z_{22}^o + Z_0) - Z_{11}^e Z_{22}^o} \\
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

By substituting (2)-(7) into (1), the impedance matrix \([Z_{d1}]\) in (8) for the network in Fig. 2(b) can be determined. Then, the \(S\)-parameter (\([S^d]\)) for the structure in Fig. 1(a) can be extracted as (9)\(^{[10]}\). The two coupled short-circuited lines in the first section provide two transmission zeros that are symmetric at the center frequency within the stopband, as shown in Fig. 3. However, \(|S_{21}|\) is almost better than 10 dB within the rejection band.

The bandwidth of the structure in Fig. 1(a) can be controlled by the coupling between the main line and the \(\lambda/4\) short-circuited line, \(C_d\), where \(C_d\) is the coupling coefficient between the main line and the \(\lambda/4\) short-circuited line. In order to demonstrate the bandwidth property of the short-circuited coupled line structure in the first section, Fig. 4 shows the \(|S_{11}|\) characteristics of the proposed structure depending on the coupling coefficient \(C_d=6.9-15.6\) dB. The higher the \(C_d\), the wider the bandwidth of the stopband. The structure can provide wider stopband characteristics with a smaller coupling \(C_d\).
2-2 The Capacitively Coupled $\lambda/4$ Line in the Second Section

The structure of the capacitively coupled $\lambda/4$ short-circuited line in the second section is shown in Fig. 1(b), and its impedance matrix ($[Z_0]$) can be calculated by

$$
[Z_0] = \begin{bmatrix}
j \frac{Z_{pe} - Z_{oe}}{Z_{oe} \sin \theta} & j \frac{Z_{pe}^2 - Z_{oe}^2}{2Z_{oe} \sin \theta} \\
j \frac{Z_{oe}^2 - Z_{pe}^2}{2Z_{pe} \sin \theta} & j \frac{Z_{oe} - Z_{pe}}{Z_{pe} \tan \theta}
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(10)

where $Z_{pe}=Z_{oe}+Z_{o1}$, $Z_{oe}=Z_{oe1}-Z_{oe1}$, and $Z_{o1}$ and $Z_{oe1}$ are the even- and odd-mode characteristic impedances of the coupled line structure, respectively. The coupled short-circuited line is an odd-mode resonator. Therefore, we have designed a coupled line resonant at the center fre-

Fig. 3. Frequency response for the two $\lambda/4$ capacitively short-circuited coupled lines of the first section.

Fig. 4. Bandwidth property depending on the coupling co-

efficient between the main line and the two $\lambda/4$

short-circuited lines in the first section.

Fig. 5. Frequency response for the $\lambda/4$ capacitively
coupled short-circuited line in the second section.

quency of the stopband (5.49 GHz), as shown in Fig. 5. The S-parameter ([S]) of the coupled line was calculated in a similar way to (9)\textsuperscript{[14]}. This characteristic has been used to improve the rejection property of the short-circuited coupled line structure in the first section.

2-3 WLAN Bandstop Filter

By cascading the two BSF structures, one more transmission zero at the center frequency of the second coupled structure has been added to the stopband in Fig. 3. The S-parameters of the cascaded structure ([S\textsuperscript{cascade}]) have been calculated as (11)\textsuperscript{[11]}\textsuperscript{[15]}, where [S\textsuperscript{1}] and [S\textsuperscript{2}] are the S-parameters of the first and second coupled line structures, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, a very sharp roll-off stopband frequency response and higher rejection with three transmission zeros have been obtained. $|S_{21}|$ is less than $-27$ dB within the stopband and the return loss better than 20 dB in the two pass bands up to 15 GHz. Because of the odd-mode property of the short-circuited resonator, the stopband harmonics repeat every $2f_0$, where $f_0=5.49$ GHz is the center frequency of the stopband:

$$
S_{11}^{\text{cascade}} = S_{11}^1 + \frac{S_{12}^4 S_{21}^4 S_{21}^3}{1 - S_{22}^4 S_{11}^4},
$$

(11)

$$
S_{12}^{\text{cascade}} = \frac{S_{12}^4 S_{12}^3}{1 - S_{22}^4 S_{11}^4},
$$

(12)

$$
S_{21}^{\text{cascade}} = \frac{S_{21}^4 S_{21}^3}{1 - S_{22}^4 S_{11}^4},
$$

(13)

$$
S_{22}^{\text{cascade}} = S_{22}^2 + \frac{S_{22}^4 S_{22}^3 S_{22}^3}{1 - S_{22}^4 S_{11}^4}. 
$$

(14)
III. WLAN Stopband Included in UWB

The proposed BSF structure has been added at the output port of the capacitively coupled double T resonator UWB BPF(3.1 – 10.6 GHz) in [11], as shown in the dotted box in Fig. 7(b). The double T resonator UWB BPF has been rearranged to obtain a compact size of 3×6.3 mm². The structure consists of 10 layers and each layer has a thickness of 43 μm and a dielectric constant of 7.8. The UWB BPF circuits are located on the fourth, fifth, and sixth layers, and the three layers of the WLAN BSF structure are located on the third, fifth, and seventh layers, respectively, to obtain the required bandwidth for the stopband. Via walls are added to the structure instead of solid walls in order to reduce the effects of interference between stripline structures.

To obtain a good bandstop property, as shown in Fig. 6, the coupling coefficient between the main line and the lower \(\frac{\lambda}{4}\) short-circuited line in the first section and that in the second section should be identical. Therefore, \(w_{1}=w_{2}=0.08\) mm and \(\text{off}_{1}=\text{off}_{2}=0.05\) mm have been chosen, as shown in Fig. 7. In addition, in order to meet the bandwidth of the BSF, the coupling coefficient between the main line and the upper \(\frac{\lambda}{4}\) short-circuited line in the first section has been selected as \(-10.64\) dB in Fig. 4. Hence, \(w_{int}=0.15\) mm and \(\text{off}_{int}=0.08\) mm have been chosen. Fig. 8 shows the HFSS simulation result for the proposed BSF. The insertion loss within the stopband from 5.15 to 5.825 is better than 22 dB and the return loss less than 15 dB at 1 GHz from the edges of the stopband.

Fig. 9 shows the HFSS frequency response for the UWB BPF[11] without the BSF. The filter has a bandwidth from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz and a return loss better than 15 dB. The structure in Fig. 7 has been simulated and tuned with HFSS(v.11, Ansoft), then measured with the Anritsu ME7808A network analyzer and the Cascade Microtech Summit 12971B probe station. Input/ output striplines were connected to input/output circular ports with inner and outer diameters of 200 μm and 750 μm, respectively, by solid vias(with a via diameter of 120 μm). Measurement probes with a 400 μm pitch
size were used to test the filter. Fig. 10 shows the comparisons between the simulation and measurement results for the UWB BPF with a WLAN stopband structure. The dotted line indicates the simulation results and the solid line the measurement results. The simulation results show a dual band from 3.1 to 4.8 GHz and 6.1 to 10.6 GHz. \(|S_{21}|\) is better than 22 dB within the stopband and the return loss better than 12 dB for the two passbands. An insertion loss less than 0.8 dB for the passbands and a rejection better than 22 dB within the stopband have been measured. The proposed WLAN BSF has sharp roll-off characteristics. The attenuation slope in the lower transition region (\(-4.8\) GHz) is 90 dB/GHz and the slope in the upper transition region (\(-6.1\) GHz) is 83 dB/GHz. The size of the UWB BPF with WLAN BSF is $3 \times 6.3 \times 0.45$ mm$^3$. Fig. 11 shows the group delay property of the structure in Fig. 7. The measured group delay is less than 0.7 ns within the two passbands. Group delays at the centers of the first and second passbands are 0.49 ns and 0.31 ns, respectively. Fig. 12 shows the top view of the fabricated UWB BPF with the WLAN stopband.

**IV. Conclusion**

In this paper, we introduced a wideband sharp rejection BSF based on capacitively coupled $\lambda/4$ short-circuited lines in LTCC technology. The rejection bandwidth can be varied by changing the capacitive coupling between the main line and the $\lambda/4$ short-circuited lines. By cascading two capacitively coupled $\lambda/4$ short-circuited lines with opposite ground positions and a capacitively coupled $\lambda/4$ short-circuited line, three transmission zeros with high rejection and good out-of-band characteristics have been achieved. The wideband BSF structure has been inserted into a UWB BPF based on a double T resonator structure[11]. The measurement results agree well with simulation results. We expect that the sharp roll-off characteristics and compact structure of the BSF make it very suitable to protect WLAN,
worldwide interoperability for microwave access(WiMAX), and industrial scientific medical(ISM) signals for UWB applications.
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